
EconS 503 - Microeconomic Theory II
Homework #3 - Answer key

1. Exercises from Tadelis:

(a) Chapter 6: Exercises 7, 9, and 11.

2. Cournot game. Consider an industry with N � 2 �rms competing a la Cournot,

facing inverse demand function p(Q), where Q =
XN

i=1
qi denotes aggregate output,

which is strictly decreasing and strictly concave, i.e., p0(Q) < 0 and p00(Q) < 0. Firm i
faces cost function ci(qi), which satis�es ci(0) = 0 and is strictly increasing and strictly
convex, i.e., c0i(qi) > 0 and c

00
i (qi) > 0.

(a) Find the implicit function describing the equilibrium output of every �rm i, q�i .

� Every �rm i solves
max
qi

p(Q)qi � ci(qi)

Di¤erentiating with respect to qi, yields

p(Q�) + p0(Q�)q�i = c
0
i(q

�
i )

where Q� = q�1 + q
�
2 + :::+ q

�
N denotes aggregate equilibrium output.

(b) Consider now a regulator seeking to maximize social welfare, de�ned as

SW =

Z Q

0

p(Q)dQ�
NX
i=1

ci(qi).

Find the implicit function describing socially optimal output of every �rm i, qSOi .

� Di¤erentiating with respect to every �rm i�s output in the above social welfare
function SW , we obtain

p(QSO) = c0i(q
SO
i )

where QSO = qSO1 +qSO2 + :::+qSON denotes aggregate socially optimal output.

(c) Show that q�i < q
SO
i .

� We now compare the �rst-order condition we found in part (a) of the exercise
against that from part (b). Since inverse demand has a negative slope, the
second term in the �rst-order condition of part (a) satis�es p0(Q�)q�i < 0.
Therefore,

p(Q�)� c0i(q�i ) > p(QSO)� c0i(qSOi )

or, after rearranging,

c0i(q
SO
i )� c0i(q�i ) > p(QSO)� p(Q�).
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Operating by contradiction, let us assume that output levels satisfy the op-
posite ranking of what we are supposed to show, q�i � qSOi . Then, we have
that p(QSO) > p(Q�), implying that the right side of the above inequality
must be positive; that is, p(QSO)� p(Q�) > 0, entailing that we need the left
side to satisfy

c0i(q
SO
i )� c0i(q�i ) > 0.

(The above steps actually mean that the di¤erence c0i(q
SO
i )�c0i(q�i ) is not only

positive, but larger than the positive number p(QSO)�p(Q�), but for our proof
we only need to show that the less demanding condition c0i(q

SO
i )� c0i(q�i ) > 0

cannot hold in our setting, as we demonstrate below.) However, marginal cost
is, by de�nition, increasing in �rm i�s output, implying that c0i(q

SO
i ) > c0i(q

�
i )

is not compatible with the output ranking q�i � qSOi . We have then reached
a contradiction and, as a consequence, output levels must satisfy q�i < q

SO
i .

Intuitively, every �rm i produces a larger output when the social planner
chooses production levels than when the �rm selects its own production.

3. Entry that reduces aggregate output. Consider an industry with N � 2 �rms
competing a la Cournot, facing inverse demand function p(Q) = a�bQ, and symmetric
cost function c(qi) = cqi + d

2
q2i , where a > c, d < 0, d + 2b > 0, and d + b < 0. (You

may also assume that a�c
2b+d

< � c
d
to avoid settings with negative costs.)

(a) Find equilibrium output for every �rm i, q�i .

� Every �rm i solves

max
qi

[a� b(qi +Q�i)] qi �
�
cqi +

d

2
q2i

�
where Q�i =

X
j 6=i
qj denotes the aggregate output by �rm i�s rivals. Di¤er-

entiating with respect to qi yields

a� 2bqi � bQ�i = c+ dqi

And solving for qi, we �nd �rm i�s best response function

qi(Q�i) =
a� c
2b+ d

� b

2b+ d
Q�i

In a symmetric equilibrium, every �rm produces the same output level q�i =
q�j = q

� for every �rm j 6= i, so that Q�i = (N � 1)q�. Inserting this property
in the above best response function, we obtain

q�
a� c
2b+ d

� b

2b+ d
(N � 1)q�

the equilibrium output level for every �rm in this Cournot game

q� =
a� c

(N + 1)b+ d
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(b) Find aggregate output in equilibrium, Q�.

� Aggregate output is
Q� = Nq� =

N(a� c)
(N + 1)b+ d

(c) Show that Q� decreases with entry.

� Di¤erentiating Q� with respect to N , we �nd

@Q�

@N
=
(a� c)(b+ d)
[(N + 1)b+ d]2

which is negative given that the denominator is positive but the numerator is
negative because a > c and d+ b < 0 by assumption. Then, aggregate output
decreases in the number of �rms entering the industry.

� This result did not happen in the Cournot model with N �rms facing linear
costs. in that setting, while every �rm reduces its individual output as a
response to entry of new rivals, aggregate output increases. Intuitively, the
new production of the newcomer more than o¤sets the decrease in individual
output from each incumbent �rm, ultimately yielding an overall increase in
Q�.

� In contrast, �rms face an increasing and convex cost function in the cur-
rent exercise, which leads them to reduce their individual output levels (as
a response to entry) more signi�cantly, driving Q� downwards. Interestingly,
in this context, further entry increases the equilibrium price, p(Q�), making
consumers worse o¤ than when fewer �rms compete.
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